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Teacher: 

Anu Petermann 

Name of the course:  

Estonian A Literature, PRE-IB 

Teaching time:  45 hours 

Course description: 

The course is for students who have experience of using the Estonian language in an 
academic context. 
The focus of this course is to prepare the students for IB DP program in Literature. 
In view of the international nature the course does not limit the study of works to the 
products of one culture or the cultures covered by any one language. The study of works 
in translation is especially important in introducing students, through literature, to other 
cultural perspectives.  
 
Literature and TOK 

The study of literature offers many possibilities for the questioning and reflection that 
form the basis of theory of knowledge (TOK).  
Is a work of literature enlarged or diminished by interpretation?  
What makes something a good or bad interpretation?  
How can a literary work of fiction, which is by definition non-factual, convey 
knowledge?  
What is the proper function of literature—to capture a perception of reality, to teach or 
uplift the mind, to express emotion, to create beauty, to bind a community together, to 
praise a spiritual power, to provoke reflection or to promote social change?  
Does familiarity with literature itself provide knowledge and, if so, of what kind—
knowledge of facts, of the author, of the conventions of the form or tradition, of 
psychology or cultural history, of oneself? 
 
 
The aims of language A: literature are to:   
 
1. introduce students to a range of texts from different periods, styles and genres  
2. develop in students the ability to engage in close, detailed analysis of individual texts 
and make relevant connections  
3. develop the students’ powers of expression, both in oral and written communication  
4. encourage students to recognize the importance of the contexts in which texts are 
written and received  
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5. encourage, through the study of texts, an appreciation of the different perspectives of 
people from other cultures, and how these perspectives construct meaning  
6. encourage students to appreciate the formal, stylistic and aesthetic qualities of texts  
7. promote in students an enjoyment of, and lifelong interest in, language and literature 
8. develop in students an understanding of the techniques involved in literary criticism  
9. develop the students’ ability to form independent literary judgments and to support 
those ideas.  

 

Topics:  

 

1. Kirjandus kui sõnakunst. Kirjanduse olemus. 
2. Fiktsionaalsus ja faktuaalsus. 
3. Narratiiv, vaatepunkt, jutustaja. 
4. Kirjanduse põhiliigid. Liikide üldiseloomustus. 
5. Tekstianalüüs: luuletuse analüüs. 
6. Tekstianalüüs: proosakatkendi analüüs. 
7. Tekstianalüüs: tervikteose (romaani) analüüs. 
8. Autori-, teose- ja lugejakeskne lähenemine teosele. 
9. Mina kui lugeja. 
10. Tekstidevahelised suhted. Intertekstuaalsus. 

 

Assessment:  

Õpilased esitavad suulisi esitlusi ning osalevad suulistes aruteludes, kirjutavad esseesid ja 
luuletuste ning teosekatkendite analüüse. 

Kursus lõpeb eksamiga. Eksamitööks on essee loetud teoste põhjal. 

 

Resources:  

Currently available: 

E. Lepik, E. Kess “Maailm veetilgas” 

S. Nootre “Kirjandus kõnekus” 

Being ordered: 

The new literature textbooks, according to the new Estonian Republic curriculum 
of Estonian language and literature. 

 

Literary Works 

Tervikteosed:  

Salinger “Kuristik rukkis” 
O. Wilde “Dorina Gray portree” 
H. de Balzac “Isa Goriot” 
M. Karu “Nullpunkt” 
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Tekstikatkendid ja luuletused erinevatelt autoritelt vastavalt vajadusele ja käsitletavale 
teemale. 
 

There are adequate materials in literature, criticism and literary history in Audentes library. 

 

 

 

 


